The NGO Committee on Sustainable Development-NY along with the SDG Impact Awards and Montessori Model UN are pleased to support Global GoalsCast and the first of their Coronavirus Series of specials today.

The New Global GoalsCast Series:
We think it is hugely important - featuring two of the top doctors from the World Health Organization speaking about their work on Covid-19. It is the kind of thing that needs to be amplified now and we can only do this with your help. Find us on major social media channels: Twitter, LinkedIn, Instagram and Facebook and help us spread the word!

Turn up the volume on lessons learned & planning for recovery from #Covid19. Important episode from @globalgoalscast as @edielush + @claudiangonzalez speak 2 public health rockstars @davidnabarro + Bruce Aylward of @WHO - listen https://bit.ly/globalgoalscast + https://globalgoalscast.org/s4e3

Synopsis: To stop coronavirus, listen!

The pandemic can be stopped. We already know how, explain two of the world’s top public health doctors in this episode on lessons from the pandemic. The solution involves truly understanding how the disease was stopped in the early countries that confronted it. “We’re going back and relearning a lot of the lessons from China,” said Dr. Bruce Aylward, who led the World Health Organization’s mission to China and is working to share those findings in Italy and other countries. Dr. Aylward says leader’s in the West were slow to listen to the lessons. “We are all human at a certain level and we tend to cherry pick that part of the information, which we find most reassuring,” he observed. Dr. David Nabarro, WHO Director-General’s Special Envoy on Covid-19, said that quick action will contain the virus. “If when a case arrives, you prevaricate, you’re half-hearted, you pretend it's not real and you wait perhaps two, three, four weeks before you start to implement measures of any kind,” he warned, “what happens is that it basically doubles in scale every two to three days.”

Following the lead of Drs. Nabarro and Aylward, Co hosts Edie Lush and Claudia Romo Edelman share their plan to offer regular episodes of the podcast that detail success in attacking the pandemic and share them widely while the lessons can make a difference.

To stop Coronavirus
LISTEN
AVAILABLE NOW!